We consider a simple information-theoretic model for evolutionary dynamics approaching the "coding threshold", where the capacity to symbolically represent nucleic acid sequences emerges in response to a change in environmental conditions. We study the conditions when a coupling between the dynamics of a 'proto-cell' and its proto-symbolic representation becomes beneficial in terms of preserving the proto-cell's information in a noisy environment. In particular, we are interested in understanding the behaviour at the "error threshold" level which, in our case, turns out to be a whole "error interval". The useful coupling is accompanied by self-organization of internal processing, i.e. an increase in complexity within the evolving system. Secondly, we study whether and how different proto-cells can stigmergically share such information via a joint encoding, even if they have slightly different individual dynamics. Implications for the emergence of biological genetic code are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION A. Understanding emergence of genotype-phenotype relationship
One of the most fundamental problems in biology and artificial life is the definition and understanding of "the gene". As pointed out by Carl Woese, whose work provided a very strong motivation for this study, this problem continues to contribute to much debate between classical biologists who understand "the gene to be defined by the genotype-phenotype relationship, by gene expression as well as gene replication" and many molecular biologists who declared the problem to be solved when the Watson-Crick structure of DNA clearly revealed the mechanism of gene replication (Woese, 2004) . Woese strongly argues against fundamentalist reductionism and presents the real problem of the gene as "how the genotype-phenotype relationship had come to be". In other words, the main question is how the mechanism of translation evolved.
The evolution of the translation mechanism is a complicated process, and we may only intend to analyse its simplified models. However, in doing so we shall take a principled approach and consider a model of evolutionary dynamics in a generic information-theoretic way, without obscuring it with hypothetical aspects such as biochemical composition of "primordial soup", structural properties of procaryotic cells, susceptibility of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases to horizontal gene transfer (HGT), etc. The simple assumptions that we make, following Woese (2004) , include the notion of primitive cells as loosely connected conglomerates existing during the "era of nucleic acid life" (Vetsigian et al., 2006; Woese, 1972) , and the conjecture that primitive cell organization was "largely horizontal" in nature (Woese, 1998; Woese and Fox, 1977) , making the simple cellular componentry open to HGT.
In taking the information-theoretic view, we focus on the "coding threshold" separating the phase of nucleic acid life from the evolutionary stage "where the capacity to represent nucleic acid sequence symbolically in terms of a (colinear) amino acid sequence developed" (Woese, 2004) . More precisely, we hope to understand the pressures that forced such a transition to "proto-symbols" encoding features of primitive cells in dedicated sequences and enabling a rudimentary translation. The analysis presented by Woese (Woese, 2004) sheds light not only on this transition, but also on saltations that have occurred at other times, e.g. advents of multicellularity and language. The common feature is "the emergence of higher levels of organization, which bring with them qualitatively new properties, properties that are describable in reductionist terms but that are neither predictable nor fully explainable therein" (Woese, 2004) .
More importantly, the reason for the increase in complexity can be identified as communication within a complex, sophisticated network of interactions: "translationally produced proteins, multicellular organisms, and social structures are each the result of, emerge from, fields of interaction when the latter attain a certain degree of complexity and specificity" (Barbieri, 2003; Woese, 2004) . The increase of complexity is also linked to adding new dimensions to the phase space within which the evolution occurs, i.e. expansion of the network of interacting elements that forms the medium within which the new level of organization (entities) comes into existence (Barbieri, 2003; Woese, 2004) .
B. Guiding self-organization
An increase of complexity is one of the landmarks of selforganization. The latter is usually defined as an increase in order within an open system, without an explicit external control. In addition, it is expected that the increased order, i.e. the more complex inner organization, exhibits both robustness and dynamics. Robustness is understood if the system continues to function in the face of perturbations (Wagner, 2005) , while dynamics are interpreted via local interactions among subsystems or components of the system. Kauffman (Kauffman, 2000) suggests that the underlying principle of self-organization is the generation of constraints in the release of energy. According to this view, the constrained release allows for such energy to be controlled and channelled to perform some useful work. This work in turn can be used to build better and more efficient constraints for the release of further energy and so on. As pointed out by Prokopenko et al. (2008) , the lack of agreement of what is meant by complexity, constraints, etc. leaves any definition of self-organization somehow vague. A quantitative approach suggests to measure complexity precisely, and demands that the complexity of external influence into a self-organizing system should be strictly less than the gain in internal complexity .
These observations can be formalized informationtheoretically. More precisely, we intend to consider a communication channel between a proto-cell and itself at a future time point, and pose a question of the channel capacity constrained by the noise. According to this approach, polluting the channel with the noise corresponds to adding constraints on self-organization, guiding it in a specific way. By varying the nature and degree of the noise prevalent in the environment within which such proto-cells exist and evolve, we hope to identify conditions leading to self-organization of an efficient coupling between the proto-cell per se and its encoding with "proto-symbols". Specifically, we investigate conditions under which such coupling is beneficial in terms or preserving the information within the noisy communication channel across time. We intend to demonstrate that the coupling evolves to protect some information about the proto-cell in the encoding. A rudimentary translation may help to recover the information that otherwise would have been lost due to the noise.
C. Stigmergic Gene Transfer
It is important to realize two features of the early phase in cellular evolution that existed before the "coding threshold". First of all, the "players are cell-like entities still in early stages of their evolution", and that "the evolutionary dynamics. . . involves communal descent" (Vetsigian et al., 2006) . That is, the cells are not yet well-formed entities that replicate completely, with an error-correcting mechanism. Rather, the proto-cells can be thought of as conglomerates of substrates, that exchange components with their neighbours freelyhorizontally. The notion of vertical descent from one "generation" to the next is not yet well-defined. This means that the descent with variation from one "generation" to the next is not genealogically traceable but is a descent of a cellular community as a whole.
Secondly, genetic code that appears at the coding threshold is "not only a protocol for encoding amino acid sequences in the genome but also an innovation-sharing protocol" (Vetsigian et al., 2006) , as it used not only as a part of the mechanism for cell replication, but also as a way to encode relevant information about the environment. Different proto-cells may come up with different innovations that make them more fit to the environment, and the "horizontal" exchange of such information may be assisted by an innovation-sharing protocol -a proto-code. With time, the proto-code develops into a universal genetic code.
Such innovation-sharing is perceived to have a price: it implies ambiguous translation where the assignment of codons to amino acids is not unique but spread over related codons and amino acids. (Vetsigian et al., 2006) . In other words, accepting innovations from neighbours requires that the receiving proto-cell is sufficiently flexible in translating the incoming fragments of the proto-code. Such a flexible translation mechanism, of course, would produce imprecise copies. However, a descent of the whole innovation-sharing community may be traceable: i.e., in a statistical sense, the next "generation" should be correlated with the previous one. As noted by Woese (2004) , A sufficiently imprecise translation mechanism could produce "statistical proteins", proteins whose sequences are only approximate translations of their respective genes (Woese, 1965) . While any individual protein of this kind is only a highly imprecise translation of the underlying gene, a consensus sequence for the various imprecise translations of that gene would closely approximate an exact translation of it.
In other words, a given gene can be translated not into a unique protein but instead into a family of related protein sequences: "early life did not require a refined level of tolerance" (Vetsigian et al., 2006) . Looseness of the outcome is implied by an imprecise genome replication comprising relatively few unique genes (Woese and Fox, 1977 ) -therefore, rather than trying to develop a dynamical system (a proto-cell plus encoding) that fully preserves the information about the conglomerate, we only need to develop dynamics that corresponds to "statistical proteins", preserving information in a "consensus sequence". While any individual protein of this kind is only a highly imprecise translation of the underlying gene, a consensus sequence for the various imprecise translations of that gene would closely approximate an exact translation of it". That is, the consensus sequence would capture the main information content of the innovation-sharing community.
Moreover, it can be argued that the universality of the code is a generic consequence of early communal evolution mediated by horizontal gene transfer (HGT), and that thus HGT enhances optimality of the code (Vetsigian et al., 2006) : HGT of protein coding regions and HGT of translational components ensures the emergence of clusters of similar codes and compatible translational machineries. Different clusters compete for niches, and because of the benefits of the communal evolution, the only stable solution of the cluster dynamics is universality.
The adopted information-theoretic view allows us to handle particular HGT scenarios where certain fragments necessary for cellular evolution begin to play the role of the protocode. One scenario may assume that the proto-code is initially located within its proto-cell, and is functionally "separated" from the rest of the cell when such a split becomes beneficial. Another scenario suggests that the proto-code is present in an environmental locality, and subsequently entrapped by the proto-cells that benefit from such interactions. We believe that the first scenario ("internal split") is less likely to produce either universal code or universal translational machinery than the second scenario ("entrapment"). In general, it is quite possible that internal split and entrapment played complementary roles. Importantly, however, there was an indirect exchange of information among the cells via their local environment, which is indicative of stigmergy. Henceforth, we would like to refer to such gene transfer as stigmergic gene transfer (SGT): proto-cells find matching fragments, use them for coding, modify and evolve their translation machinery, and exchange certain fragments with each other via the local environment. SGT can be thought of as a sub-class of HGT, differing from the latter in that the fragments exchanged between two proto-cells may be modified during the transfer process by other cells in the locality.
As pointed out by Polani et al. (2006) , information should not be considered simply as something that is transported from one point to another as a "bulk" quantity -instead, "looking at the intrinsic dynamics of information can provide insight into inner structure of information". It is conjectured that maximization of information transfer through selected channels is one of the main evolutionary pressures (Bialek et al., 2006; Klyubin et al., 2007; Laughlin et al., 2000; Lizier et al., 2008; Piraveenan et al., 2007a Piraveenan et al., ,b, 2009 Prokopenko et al., 2006) : although the evolutionary process involves a larger number of drives and constraints, information fidelity (i.e. preservation) is a consistent motif throughout biology. Modern evolution operates close to the error threshold (Adami, 1998) , and biological sensorimotor equipment typically exhausts the available informatory capacity (under given constraints) close to the limit (Laughlin et al., 1998) . Adami, for instance, argues that the evolutionary process extracts valuable information and stores it in the genes (Adami, 1998) . Since this process is relatively slow (Bennett, 1990; Lloyd, 1990) , it is a selective advantage to preserve this information, once captured.
In this paper, we follow the model of Piraveenan et al. (2007a) and Polani et al. (2008) , focusing on the information preservation property of evolution within a coupled dynamical system. These previous studies verified that the ability to symbolically encode nucleic acid sequences does not develop when environmental noise ϕ is too large or too small. In other words, it is precisely a limited reduction in the information channel's capacity, brought about by the environmental noise, that creates the appropriate selection pressure for the coupling between a proto-cell and its encoding. Here we extend these models by introducing co-evolution of multiple proto-cells entrapping a common encoding using SGT.
In the following, we shall concentrate on the information preservation property of evolution in the vicinity of the "coding threshold". Everything else is modeled minimalistically: we encapsulate the influence of evolutionary constraints within a dynamical system, and represent the acquisition of valuable information by an explicit "injection" of information at the beginning of each trajectory.
II. MODELLING EVOLUTIONARY DYNAMICS
Our generic model for evolutionary dynamics involves a dynamical coupled system, where a proto-cell is coupled with its potential encoding, evolving in a fitness landscape shaped by a selection pressure. The selection pressure rewards preservation of information in presence of both environmental noise and inaccuracy of internal coupling. When the proto-cell is represented as a dynamical system, the information about it may be captured generically via the structure of the phasespace (e.g., states and attractors) of the dynamical system. In particular, a loss of such information corresponds to a loss of structure in the phase-space, while informational recovery would correspond to recovery of the equivalent (e.g., isomorphic) structure in the phase-space. Importantly, the information about the attractors can be compactly encoded if there is a need for it.
For example, the states of the system may loosely correspond to dominant substrates (e.g., prototypical amino acids), used by the cell. The chosen representation does not have to deal with the precise dynamics of biochemical interactions within the cell, but rather focuses on structural questions of the cell's behavior: does it have more than one attractor, are the attractors stable (periodic) or chaotic, how many states do the attractors cycle through, etc. Representing the dynamics in this way avoids the need to simulate the unknown cellular machinery, but allows us to analyze under which environmental conditions the SGT may have become beneficial. In particular, if the potential encoding develops to have a compact structure that matches the structure of the cell's phase-space, then the encoding would be useful in recovering such structure, should the latter be affected by environmental noise. Information is understood in Shannon sense (reduction of uncertainty), and a loss of such information corresponds to a loss of structure in the phase-space. At the same time, informational recovery would correspond to recovery of some isomorphic structure in the phase-space.
A. A model with direct fusion of system and translation dynamics
The generic dynamical coupled system (Polani et al., 2008) is described by the equations
where X t,m are the variables that describe multiple protocells, 1 ≤ m ≤ M , and and Y t,m their potential encodings at time t, respectively. Function f m defines the dynamical system representing the dynamic for proto-cell m. The function g is a mapping from
sets the relative importance of the translation h from symbols (e.g., proto-codons) into the proto-cell state (e.g., proto amino acids). In the simplest case, m = 1 (one cell), and α = 1/2, the system reduces to
The function ϕ t describes the external (environment) noise that affects the proto-cells: it is the same for all cells, i.e, ϕ t is independent of m. This noise represents a pressure to push the system X towards certain attractors (implementation is described in Appendix VII.A).
The function ψ t,m represents both the matching noise associated with accessing information from X t0,m by Y t0,m at time t 0 , and the noise of ambiguous back-translation (applied only at t * ). In other words, it represents the inaccuracy within the internal encoding/translation channel. In addition, the noise ψ may be interpreted as inaccuracy of the environment's representation within the encoding Y which indirectly "perceives" the environment through the system X (implementation is described in Appendix VII.A).
B. Entrapment and SGT
The entrapment mechanism that matches the information from the proto-cell with its encoding (i.e. which encodes its information) at time t 0 is given by g m . At time t = t 0 , noise is introduced into the environment affecting dynamics of the proto-cell. At the same time t = t 0 , information from the proto-cell X t0,m is accessed by the system Y t0,m (encoding) via the matching function g m . This process is affected by the noise ψ. The feedback from Y to X (henceforth we drop subscripts when the meaning is clear) occurs at time t * , i.e. the function h m translates the input Y t * −1,m from the encoding back into the proto-cell. This internal translation is subjected to internal noise as well.
In evolving the potential encoding system Y coupled with X via a suitable function g, one attempts to preserve information between the initial X t0 and recovered X t * states of the system, as described in Section III. Piraveenan et al. (2007a) considered the case m = 1, equations (3)-(4), and function h being the identity (a single system). Polani et al. (2008) considered a system with multiple proto-cells: m ≥ 1, and contrasted universality of the translation machinery: all functions h m are identical, while g i = g j for i = j, with universality of the proto-code: all proto-codes g m are identical, while h i = h j for i = j. The system (1)- (2) is coupled not only due to the common environment noise ϕ, but also due to the shared translation machinery h or shared proto-code g. This coupling supported a simple informationtheoretic model of HGT and specifically, SGT. As only the information content is dealt with, the consideration of identical h m 's and/or identical g m 's allowed to study gene transfers without details of molecular (state-to-state) interactions.
However, the numeric nature of the composition
in equation (1) obscures the pure information-theoretic view. More precisely, the linear combination (direct fusion) of original dynamics and back-translation of the encoding places a bias on possible encodings. In the next section we describe an improved model which is free of this shortcoming.
C. An SGT model with indirect fusion As mentioned above, the objective of modeling is to preserve information between the initial X t0 and recovered X t * states of the system. One may then pose a question whether it is necessary to explicitly model a recovered system X t * . After all, the information-theoretic framework allows us to formulate this question in terms of computing a difference between the initial system X t0 and the joint system (X t * −1 , Y t * −1 ), where the latter is sampled before any possible back-translation is applied. In other words, one demands that the system (X t * −1 , Y t * −1 ) jointly preserves information about the original system. This formalization becomes possible because the information accessible by any back-translation is contained within the joint system (X t * −1 , Y t * −1 ) anyway.
Removing back-translation from the description simplifies the model as follows:
Capturing difference between the initial system X t0 and the joint system (X t * −1 , Y t * −1 ), where t * > t 0 , informationtheoretically will formalize our objective function: information preservation. When dealing with multiple systems, one needs to consider respective differences between the initial systems X t0,m and the joint systems (X t * −1,m , Y t * −1,m ).
The enhanced model (indirect fusion of system and translation dynamics) can be further extended by reintroducing the back-translation function Z(t * ) = h(X t * −1 , Y t * −1 ), and measuring a difference between the initial system X t0 and the recovered system Z(t * ). This will be a subject of future research.
D. Coupled logistic maps
Each dynamical system is a logistic map X t+1 = rX t (1 − X t ) + δ m , where r is a parameter, and δ m is an additive constant (see Appendix VII.B), used to differentiate between multiple systems f m . We used r = 3.5, resulting in four states of the attractor of the logistic map for each of the multiple systems X m .
Coupled logistic maps have been extensively used in modelling of biological processes. One prominent study is the investigation of spatial heterogeneity in population dynamics Lloyd, 1995) who examined the dynamic behaviour of the model using numerical methods and observed a wide range of behaviours. For instance, the coupling was shown to stabilize individually chaotic populations as well as cause individually stable periodic populations to undergo more complex behaviour. Importantly, a single logistic map can only have one attracting periodic orbit, but multiple attractors were shown by Lloyd (1995) for coupled logistic maps. Logistic maps were chosen to model the system (5)-(6) mostly due to their simplicity, well-understood behaviour in the vicinity of chaotic regimes (e.g., bifurcations and symmetry breaking), the possibility of multiple attractors in coupled maps, as well as their ability to capture both reproduction and starvation effects (that are important for studying the structure in the phase-space).
Let us consider an example, with a single system. Original information is represented by four clear clusters observed in Figure 1 . Figure 2 shows the ensemble [X] at the time t * − 1. The environment noise ϕ disrupts the logistic map dynamics, and some information about the attractor of X and its four states is lost in the course of time: the observed sample (X t * −1 ) does not contain four clear clusters.
The encoding structure that is to be evolved in Y can be associated with "proto-symbols" ("codes") that help to complement at time t * − 1 the remaining information contained in the "polluted" system (X t * −1 ).
III. INFORMATION PRESERVATION
Information Theory was originally developed by Shannon (1948) for reliable transmission of information from a source A to a receiver B over noisy communication channels. Put simply, it addresses the question of "how can we achieve perfect communication over an imperfect, noisy communication channel?" (MacKay, 2003) . When dealing with outcomes of imperfect probabilistic processes, it is useful to define the information content of an outcome x which has the probability P (a), as log 2 1 P (a) (it is measured in bits): improbable outcomes convey more information than probable outcomes. Given a probability distribution P over the outcomes a ∈ A (a discrete random variable a representing the process, and defined by the probabilities P (a) ≡ P (A = a) given for all a ∈ A), the average Shannon information content of an outcome is determined by
Henceforth we omit the logarithm base 2. This quantity is known as (information) entropy. Intuitively, it measures, also in bits, the amount of freedom of choice (or the degree of randomness) contained in the process -a process with many possible outcomes has high entropy. This measure has some unique properties that make it specifically suitable for measuring "how much "choice" is involved in the selection of the event or of how uncertain we are of the outcome?" (Shannon, 1948) . In evolving the potential encoding system Y coupled with X via a suitable function g, we minimize difference between the initial system X t0 and the joint system (X t * −1 , Y t * −1 ) at some time t * − 1. This difference is captured informationtheoretically via Crutchfield's information distance (Crutchfield, 1990 ) between two components:
The entropies are defined as
where P (a) is the probability that A is in the state a, and P (a, b) is the joint probability. The distance d(A, B) measures the dissimilarity of two information sources A and B; it is a true metric in the sense that it fulfils the axioms of metrics, including the triangle inequality. In addition, as opposed to the mutual information used in (Piraveenan et al., 2007a) , the information metric d(X t0 , (X t * −1 , Y t * −1 )) is sensitive also to the case when one information source is contained within another. While the results do not radically depend on the choice of distance d(X t0 , (X t * −1 , Y t * −1 )) over the mutual information, the former leads to a more crisp recovery of structure in the phasespace.
In addition, we wish to reward crispness in the encoding function g, in other words, express a preference toward more concise proto-codes. This preference can be simply captured by minimization of entropy, H(g), of function g, mapping from [0, 1] to [0, 1] . This places another constrain guiding selforganization.
Combining the distance d(X t0 , (X t * −1 , Y t * −1 )) and entropy H(g) produces our information-theoretic objective function for a single system:
For a multiple system (M ensembles), the fitness function generalizes as
(12) In this case, the challenge is to produce such a universal encoding g that the corresponding systems Y m = g(X m + ψ m ), using the same mapping g, are complementary to their polluted counterparts X m . In other words, the joint systems (X m , Y m ) preserve at a later time t * as much information as possible about the respective initial systems X m at time t 0 , and in doing so use the same, universal, encoding g. This is an enhancement of the original SGT model with direct fusion (Polani et al., 2008) where either multiple h m 's or multiple g m 's were allowed.
Maximization of the fitness function is achieved by employing a simple genetic algorithm (GA) (described in the Appendix).
IV. RESULTS FOR A SINGLE SYSTEM
The increase in the information-theoretic fitness function observed over a number of generations is shown in Figure 3. let us, at this stage, analyze self-organization of structure (increase of order) within the processing function g. Figures  4 and 5 contrast a randomly selected function g at the start of the evolution (noise ϕ is set to ϕ = 0.025, while noise ψ = 0.015), with the best individual function g after 512 generations. The important difference is in the way of mapping states of X into the encoding Y . The selection pressure resulted in a more "condensed" mapping. This is achieved by an increase in organization as well as robustness in g: a small shift from x to x ± ψ results now only in a small difference between g(x) and g(x ± ψ).
The self-organization of g counters the effect of internal processing noise ψ, given the noise ϕ in the environment. In general, following (Haken, 1983; Prigogine, 1980) , we may say that self-organization results from fluctuations, that is, internal information processing has self-organized in response to environmental "pollution". This self-organization helps Y to maintain the structure of the space X (namely, the information about the attractor's structure): the four "proto-codes" correspond to the four states of the attractor of X. The experiment also demonstrated that noise within the environment affects the self-organization within the encoding. Figure 6 traces fitness F 1 (for the best individual), over the external noise ϕ, for different internal noise levels ψ. We can observe a steady decrease in fitness punctuated by two transitions, that form three plateaus. As conjectured by Piraveenan et al. (2007a) , the encoding is not beneficial when the environmental noise ϕ is outside a certain range (in this instance, 0.008 < ϕ < 0.03). The middle plateau is precisely the region specifying this range, i.e. the "error interval".
Be reminded that the information distance d(A, B) consists of two components: the loss H(A|B), and the waste H(B|A). The waste measures packaging information which envelops the proto-cell's information, but itself does not contain any information of interest, while the loss measures how much of the proto-symbolically encoded information is actually lost. Polani et al. (2008) explained the cascade of plateaus as follows: (i) everything is recoverable (the first plateau); (ii) waste appears (the medium plateau); (iii) loss appears (the last plateau).
The clustering in the encoding Y corresponds to selforganization of discrete "proto-symbols" in the encoding. The information reconstructed at time t * will not be precise, and rather than having four crisp states, X can be described as an individual with an imprecise translation of the underlying gene within a "consensus sequence" (Woese, 2004) , analogous to a "statistical protein".
V. RESULTS FOR MULTIPLE SYSTEMS
In this section, we now focus on a system with multiple proto-cells which share the coding channel. Concretely, we consider M = 4, r = 3.5, for various δ m , and attempt to evolve a universal proto-code.
To reiterate, the challenge is to produce a universal encod- ing g such that the corresponding systems Y m = g(X m +ψ m ), using the same mapping g, complement their polluted counterparts X m in preserving as much information as possible about the respective initial systems. As shown in Figure 7 , this challenge is successfully met: a self-organized encoding is observed, and can be compared with the encoding evolved for the single system. This supports the conjecture that multiple systems exert joint pressure on proto-code's universality, allowing for SGT: the very same "codes" are successfully used by multiple ensembles in preserving information unique to each ensemble. Figure 8 traces fitness F M (for the best individual), over the external noise ϕ. We can again observe a steady decrease in fitness punctuated by two transitions and forming three plateaus.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We considered an information-theoretic model based on dynamical systems for self-organization of a universal encoding able to preserve information over time, when the main system is suffering from perturbations. While doing so, we extended previous work, by employing a purely information-theoretic fitness function aimed at capturing the indirect fusion of (untranslated) encoding and system dynamics. Furthermore, we studied the effects on a small population of systems sharing an encoding, and verified the conjecture that SGT is possible.
It is striking that the pressure to develop a distinctive "symbolic" encoding does only develop if the noise in the original system is in a particular range, not too small and not too large.
Scanning through different noise levels, we observe several plateaus of the fitness corresponding to qualitative jumps in the way not only the initial state is encoded but how the system dynamics is affected by the noise. The middle plateau which is most relevant for the self-organization of distinct symbols turns out to be the most sensitive for the precise level of noise.
CHECK
The multiple system scenario shows that universal encoding can be successfully used by several systems which differ slightly. However, at this point, we did not yet model the explicit recovery, by re-introducing back-translation function, and comparing the initial system dynamics with the dynamics recovered. This will be addressed in future work.
Woese observed that "statistical proteins form the basis of a powerful strategy for searching protein phase space, finding novel proteins" (Woese, 2004) . We believe that further modelling of the evolutionary dynamics in such a space may explain mechanisms resolving Eigen's paradox (Eigen, 1971) and leading to convergence on "the lingua franca of genetic commerce" (Woese, 2004) .
VII. APPENDIX: METHODS

A. External and internal noise
The function ϕ t describes the external (environment) noise that affects the proto-cells: it is the same for all cells, i.e, ϕ t is independent of m. It is implemented as a random variable ϕ t ∈ [−l, u], where u > 0 and l > 0, which is uniformly distributed, with probability 1/2, between 0 and l, and with probability 1/2 between 0 and u (sampled at each time step). In other words, positive values may be more sparsely distributed than the negative if u is larger than l.
The function ψ t,m represents both the matching noise associated with accessing information from X t0,m by Y t0,m at time t 0 , and the noise of ambiguous back-translation (applied only at t * ). This noise is modelled as uniform random noise ψ t,m ∈ [−b m , b m ], where 0 < b m ≪ 1.0, and is used only at t 0 and t * .
B. Coupled logistic maps
A logistic map X t+1 = rX t (1 − X t ) + δ m is defined by parameters r and δ m , 0 ≤ δ m < 1.0, used to differentiate between multiple systems f m . That is, the function f m is given by f (x) = rx (1 − x) + δ m ; if the right-hand side expression is above zero, f (x) is set to f (x) − 1.0. The logistic map f is initialized with a value between 0.0 and 1.0, and stays within this range if the value of r is within the range [0, 4.0]. We used r = 3.5, resulting in four states of the attractor of the logistic map (if δ m = 0 then the states are approximately 0.38, 0.50, 0.83, 0.87). Each of the multiple systems with different δ m possesses four states of the respective attractor. The time t = t 0 is set after each logistic map settles into its attractor cycle, having passed through a transient.
C. State-space
In order to estimate the probability distribution of a random variable (X or Y ) at a given time, we generate an initial random sample (X 0 ) = (X We generate an ensemble of X t time series, each series governed by equation (1). The ensemble [X] provides a fixed constraint on the optimization. For each function g, an ensemble [Y ] is then generated, using equation (2) The experiments were repeated for different ensembles X t .
D. Genetic Algorithm
We generate a population of g functions (the size of the population is fixed at 400). In order to implement the mapping g, the domain of g is divided into n consecutive bins x i such that x i = [(i − 1)/n, i/n) for 1 ≤ i < n, where [a,b) denotes an interval open on the right, and x n = [(n − 1)/n, 1]. The range of g is divided into m consecutive bins y j such that y j = [(j − 1)/m, j/m) for 1 ≤ j < m, and y m = [(m − 1)/m, 1]. Then each bin x i in the domain is mapped to a bin y j in the range: G : x i → y j , where G represents the discretized mapping. Formally, any x ∈ x i is mapped to g(x) ≡ G(x i ), where G(x i ) is the median value of the bin G(x i ). For example, if n = 100, m = 10, and y 7 = G(x 30 ), that is, the bin x 30 = [0.29, 0.30) is mapped to the bin y 7 = [0.6, 0.7), then for any x ∈ x 30 (e.g., x = 0.292), the function g(x) would return 0.65 = y 7 . Therefore, in the GA, each function g can be encoded as an array of n integers, ranging from 1 to m, so that the i-th element of the array (the i-th digit) represents the mapping y j = G(x i ), where 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
We have chosen a generation gap replacement strategy. In our experiments, we set the generation gap parameter 0.3. In other words, the entire old population is sorted according to fitness, and we choose the best 30% for direct replication in the next generation, employing an elitist selection mechanism. The rest of selection functionality is moved into the (uniform) crossover. Mutation is implemented as additive creeping or random mutation, depending on the number of "digits" in the genome. If the number of digits is greater than 10, then additive creeping is used: a digit can be mutated within [−5%, +5%] of its current value. If the number of digits is less than 10, the random mutation is used with the mutation rate of 0.01.
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